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The detection of textual variants is a crucial step in Classical Philology. It represents both the first stage 
of collation and the preliminary phase for recognizing quotation and text reuse. As digital tools can 
improve the mechanical stage of textual comparison, the interaction between automated process and 
traditional philological methods is in this case very promising. iAligner is a tool to perform intra-
language syntax-based automatic alignment, either pairwise or multiple, for texts in Ancient Greek, 
Latin and English, and it is now being experimented on Semitic languages. The workflow allows either 
direct upload of texts for single-line alignment, or automatic alignment of preprocessed multiline texts. 
It provides additional options of more refined criteria, such as the detection of punctuation and 
diacritics, case sensitivity and application of Levenshtein distance. The input format can be .txt, .xml or 
.json within specific structures, and the aligned texts are exportable as .txt, .xml, .csv or .json. The aim 
of the tool is to facilitate various types of textual comparison for several purposes: for editorial practice, 
it allows the detection of manuscript variants across several witnesses of the same text, but also the 
comparison across different editions and multiple OCR outputs, improving the process of manual 
postcorrection; it also facilitates the detection of nonliteral variants, for example in instances of text 
reuse in the indirect tradition. The alignment is displayed in two different graphic layouts, the first 
focusing on syntax with different coloring options, according to the criteria chosen by the user, the 
second aimed at highlighting the presence of variants. The tool is available as a webservice or directly 
from the command line, and it is under development as a desktop app. 
